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JSAMS Families, 
 
 We would like to introduce you to a new after school opportunity at the Middle School. Starting this 
Tuesday, October 4, we will begin to offer our Bulldog Academy from 3:30 to 4:30.  The Bulldog Academy 
Sessions are currently scheduled to occur every Tuesday and Wednesday after school.  
 

During this time students will have the opportunity to work with some of our staff on completing school 
work, remediating skills, and getting additional assistance preparing for upcoming assignments. This 
opportunity would be open to any student that is interested and families would have the opportunity to pick 
students up at the front of the middle school or have their students utilize the modified bus routes. 
 

Students that would like to utilize bussing from this program would have three busses to choose from 
based on where they live. We will use Bus #1-3 not the actual numbers on the buses. These bus numbers will be 
brightly colored, to make it easy for students to identify the bus. What follows is a list of busses and their 
approximate drop off times, understanding that this may vary by a few minutes based on attendance. This may 
get adjusted over time as we see how many students begin to utilize the program. 
 
Bus #1 
Departing MS @ 4:30  
1. Beech St/ Pine Creek Ave **as needed** 
2. Henry & 6th **as needed** 
3. Woodward Ave at the American Legion 4:43 
3. Central Ave.  Avis at the OIP - 4:45pm 
5. 2. Intersection of Park Road X 44- 4:55 
6.Waterville at McConnels Store - 5:05pm 
 
Bus #2 
Depart MS @ 4:30 
1. Antes Fort Fire Hall - 4:40pm 
2. Rauchtown Church at the Corner of 880 and Middle Road - 4:45pm 
3. Oval Country Store - 4:50pm 
 
Bus #3 
 Depart MS @ 4:30 
1. Washington Ave and Lincoln in Jersey Shore - 4:40pm  
2. Waltz’s Creamery - 4:50pm 
 
 
We hope this opportunity will be beneficial for students as we continue to work towards exemplifying our 
motto: Learning, Growing, and Succeeding. 
 
 
 


